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Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following is a correct operational statement of
DKIM signing in ESA?
A. The signing public key is required by the receiving server.
B. The receiving server gets the signing public key from DNS.

C. The domain profile in ESA is configured with signing public
key.
D. The signing private key is required by the sending server.
E. The outgoing profile in ESA is configured with signing
private key.
F. The ESA does not allow to create signing key pair.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Your company has a Microsoft 365 subscription that uses an
Azure Directory (Azure AD0 tenant named Contoso.com. The tenant
contains the users shown in the following table.
You create a relation label named Label1 that has the following
configurations:
Retains content for five years.
Automatically deletes all content that is older than five
years.
You turn on Auto labeling for Label1 b using a policy named
Policy1. Policy1 has the following configurations:
* Retains content for five years
* Automatically deletes all content that is older than five
years
You turn on Auto labeling for Label 1 by using a policy named
Policy1. Policy has the following configurations:
* Applies to content that contains the word Merger
* Specifies the OneDrive accounts and SharePoint sites
locations
You run the following command
Set RetentionConpliancePolicy Policy1 RestrictiveRelention
$true Force
For each of the following statements select Yes if the
statement is true Otherwise, select No NOTE: Each correct
selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
In a portfolio, data is an abundant asset, and managing the
information aiming for a better decision making is critical.
Which of the following help you with managing the portfolio
value?
A. Elicitation techniques, Communication Requirements Analysis,
Stakeholder analysis
B. Scenario Analysis, Capability &amp; Capacity Analysis,
Quantitative &amp; Qualitative
C. PMIS, Elicitation techniques, Communication Requirements
Analysis, Communications Methods

D. Elicitation techniques, Capability &amp; Capacity Analysis,
PMIS
Answer: C
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